
Assessment Question 2:  

 
Input ideas:  

• Model and discuss how ten can be added to a 3 digit number. Using a place 
value chart, show the children what happens to the tens digit when ten is 
added ( for example 165 + 10). Keep adding ten more to show the children 
that it is only the tens digit that is changing. Why?  Model to the children 
what happens when we add ten more to 195. What can I do? What digit do I 
need to place here? How do I know this? Why is the hundred digit changing? 
Some children may need to see this alongside objects that are grouped in 
hundreds, tens and ones to visually see that a new hundred has been made. 
Once the children show understanding here, model adding twenty more and 
thirty more. What happens to the digits now?  

• (Game) Children to think of a 3 digit number with a 1 in the hundreds place. 
Then scatter different coloured cards for children to collect. Such as green 
cards could have plus 10, yellow cards could have plus 20 and red cards could 
have plus 30. Children to  collect the cards and explore adding these amounts 
mentally to their starting number as they collect them. 

Addition Question 2:  

Objective:   I can add tens to three digit numbers.  

NAS 1:  add and subtract numbers mentally, including:  
a three-digit number and tens  

 
 



• Encourage the children to explain in learning partners what happens to the 
digits is when 10, 20 or thirty is added. Which digits stay the same? Why? 
When does the ten digit change? How do you know? Which digit will we need 
to look at when we add ten more? Why? Can you give me an example of a sum 
for adding ten more? What will the answer be? How did you work it out?   

Practice Activities  

Purple Practice: most suited for children who show misconceptions in question 2 a, b , c 
and d  in the prior learning assessment.  

 The purple activity will support children who are still securing counting beyond 100 in 
tens from any number. The children are provided with a hundred square that is 
completed for them. They are to look at counting on in ten. At this stage, children 
should understand that each row of the hundred square contains ten squares therefore 
they should begin to know that the square beneath the number is ten more. Encourage 
children to explore this and move away from counting on in ones when adding ten.  Ask 
the children what they notice about the digits that change when ten is added. How do 
they know this? Why does this happen? Children are then provided with blocks with 
questions where they are to add on ten and then gradually use this knowledge to add on 
multiples of ten. The children should be able to spot that in these questions, it is only 
the tens digit that changes. Children could also use blank place value charts to help 
them to spot the value of the digits.    

Once the children show understanding and confidence here, they should then be 
introduced to what happens when ten is added to a 9 digit in the tens column (such as in 
green activity). The children may need to explore this practically using objects grouped 
ion hundreds, tens and ones.  

Green Practice: most suited for children who have demonstrated errors in Question 2 e 
and f and need to secure crossing the hundred boundary when ten or multiples of ten 
are added.  

For this activity,  the children are provided with questions where they are required to 
add multiples of ten and cross a hundred boundary when doing so.  The children may 
benefit from using place value charts and images of groups of objects or objects that 
are grouped in ten, hundreds and ones(see green resources sheets). The children are to 
explore how a new hundred is made when adding ten or multiples of ten. The children 
are to discuss and explain what happens to the hundred digit and why.  

 



Yellow Practice most suited for children who can count on in tens  and show accuracy in 
Question 2 of the prior learning assessment.    

This activity provides the children with the opportunity to further develop mental 
strategies of adding on tens and ones. The children should use partitioning to add the  
tens and ones when counting on. Encourage the children to add on the scores the 
children have received to the total house points mentally to work out which team has 
the highest number of house points. The children are then further challenged to apply 
their knowledge of ordering numbers to rank the house points from highest to lowest.  

 Mastery Fluency  

For this activity the children are provided with number sequences to apply their 
knowledge of mentally adding ones and tens. The children should be encouraged to spot 
the pattern and the gaps between each number. As the sequences progress,  the 
difficulty increases. The children also are required to cross boundaries of ten and 
hundred in some of the sequences.  

Key questions:  

• What pattern do you notice?  
• What is the next number in the sequence?  
• This number is missing, so how will you work out what needs to be placed in this 

box? 
•  How can you check this answer is correct?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Answers : 

Purple:  

 

Green :  

Red House 509  

Blue house  421  

Green house 445 

Yellow  House 502  

Order:  

Red house  Yellow  house  Green house   Blue house  

 

 



 

Yellow:  

Red house 487 

Blue house 450 

Green House 451 

Yellow 475 

Order:  

Red House  Yellow house   Green house   Blue house  

Mastery  
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